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Abstract
Tuning of membranophones is important to design timbre, while it is difficult for inexperienced players, due
to the insufficient ability for judgment of pitch difference. In this paper, we propose tuning scheme for mem-
branophones, substituting visual information for auditory information. First, vibration modes shape of the head
membrane are visualized, based on the measurement of sound pressure on the head membrane by a circular mi-
crophone array, and we estimate the tension distribution of the head membrane, especially unbalance in tightness
of the pair of rods on oppositional position, make the nodal line of the (1,1) vibration mode change. Second, we
propose a tuning scheme for membranophones based on information on the state of the nodal lines of the mode
shapes, visualized based on the microphone measurements, and the difference of eigenfrequencies between the
orthogonal modes. We show that the proposed scheme is helpful to make the head tension uniform, as the re-
sults of experiments using the vibration of tom-tom with only one side head stretched as an example of actual
membranophones. We expect this scheme to train the tuning ability for inexperienced players.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Membranophones are musical instruments that sounds by vibration of a head membrane. Players play mainly
by hitting the head. A schematic of the snare drum is shown in Fig. 1, as an example of membranophones.
The top and bottom heads are stretched on the cylindrical shell. The Edge of each head is held between by a
circular hoop and a shell. Bolts, called “tension rods,” equally spaced on the circumference of the hoop apply
tension to the head as the hoop approaches the shell. The tightening of multiple rods cause a change in the
tension distribution of the head, which is an element that changes the timbre. Therefore, it is important to
adjust the tightening of each rod so that the instrument sounds with the desired timbre. This process and the
state of the instrument by it, are called “tuning.”
The player taps the head and tunes while listening to the sound of the instrument. At this time, players are
required to have the ability to distinguish slight differences in sounds and to determine which rod needs to be
tightened (or loosened) from the differences in the sounds. This is difficult for inexperienced players, and even
for well-experienced players, it is difficult to make the tuning repeatable[1] Therefore, a tuning support system
for membrane sounding instruments is required.
Typically, one of the standard is to stretch the head so that the membrane tension is uniform[2]. In the circular
membrane under non-uniform tension, normal modes, those degenerate under uniform tension, separate into
two independent normal modes having slightly different eigenfrequencies. It may cause a beat in the sound
generated by hitting, which is considered to be one of the reasons to make the head tension to be uniform.
Players adjust the tightening for each lot to make the head even. The players tap the head near each rod,
estimate the tension imbalance of the head by listening to the height of the hitting sound, and adjust the
tightening of each rod.
It is known that the tension distribution of the head changes the vibration mode[3]. When the head is in
uniform tension, the nodal line of the vibration mode is almost straight and the frequency difference between
the orthogonal modes is very small. On the contrary, when the head is in non-uniform tension, the nodal line
curves and the frequency difference of the orthogonal mode becomes larger.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of snare drum: Tightning tension rods makes the head membrane streched.
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Figure 2. Non-uniform pattern: (a)“odd” pattern, (b)“even” pattern

When hitting various points on the head, the vibration mode which antinode is near to the hit point, is easy
to be excited. Tuning to proceed while listening to the pitch of each point by ear, it is considered to be
equivalent to adjusting the frequency difference of this orthogonal mode. Even if the pitches of the sound are
made uniform, there may be cases where the unequal spacing of the nodal lines remains and the tension does
not become uniform.
In this paper, we propose a method to correct the non-uniformity of the head based on the visualized vibration
mode shape, even when it does not appear in the hitting sound in the process of tuning the drum head.

2 TUNING SCHEME
The previous research[3] and our previous experiments[4] imply that the tightening of a pair of opposing rods
changing from the uniform condition may raise the eigenfrequency of one normal mode more than the other
normal mode and the mode shape may not change. In contrast, the tightening of one rod and the loosening of
opposing rod may deform one mode shape, while eigenfrequencies of both mode may not change. Therefore,
there are two patterns of the detuning condition as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2(a) shows the change of the mode shape (“odd” pattern), when one rod is tightened and the rod opposite
to the rod is loosened at the same time. The nodal line of the mode, (1,1), sandwiched by these two rods
is curved in the direction surrounding the loosened rod. Frequencies cannot be changed by certain tightening
or loosening of both rods. Therefore, the frequency difference of pairs of orthogonal modes may or may not
change.
Fig. 2(b) shows the change when two opposing rods are both tightened or loosened (“even” pattern). The
frequency of the mode, (1,1), with a nodal line between two tightened (or loosened) rods becomes high (or
low when loosened), and a frequency difference occurs with its orthogonal mode. The nodal line at this time
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Figure 3. Experimental system: (a)microphone array, (b)positions of microphones on the head

may or may not change because that the curving is caused by the tightening (or loosening) of both rods.
From the above, when curving of a nodal line is observed, tightening of rods sandwiching the nodal line should
be adjusted, and when a frequency difference between orthogonal modes is observed, the pair of opposing rods
should be tightened or loosened depending on the orientation. Since it is considered that tension non-uniformity
can be expressed by superposition of “odd” pattern and “even” pattern as far as (1,1) mode is concerned, at
least, it is expected that the head can be finally tightened by repeating this operation.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Method
We confirm that the drum head can be adjusted uniformly, by the method described in the previous section. As
an example of membranophones, a 13-inch diameter tom-tom with a head extended on one side was used in
this experiment. This tom-tom has six rods (rod, α−ζ ).
Figure 3 shows the experimental system. A microphone array with eight channels ( fsi = 8), was placed 10 mm
from the top of the head, as Fig. 3(a),(b). The tom-tom was placed on the drum stand with the head on top.
The drum stand was adjusted so that the head was horizontal at a height of 910 mm from the floor.
First, the rods of tom-tom were adjusted, to make the head tension uniformly. Then, the rod, α was loosened
by 180◦, and the rod, δ was tightened by 120◦. This change is shown in Fig. 4. The experimenter repeated
to adjust each rod’s tightening, to make the head tension uniformly again, according to the method of the
section. At this time, the experimenter referred nodal lines, and orientations and frequency differences of pairs
of orthogonal modes, with hitting the point × of Fig. 3(b).
The sampling frequency for the measurements was 30 kHz. Signals from 0.01 s before beating to 5 s after
beating were used for extraction of mode shapes. The order of the autoregressive model used for extraction of
mode frequencies, was 400.

3.2 Results
An example of the tuning process obtained in this experiment is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) is identical to Fig. 4
<detuned>. The nodal line of the vibration mode curves to the right and there is also a frequency difference of
the orthogonal mode.
First, a pair of rods, α and δ , that sandwich the nodal line of the orthogonal mode with low frequency, were
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Figure 4. Making tuning problem for experiments

Table 1. Comparison of rotation angles of rods adjustment

Tuning step α β γ δ ε ζ

(a) → (b) +90◦ 0◦ 0◦ +90◦ 0◦ 0◦

(b) → (c) −45◦ 0◦ 0◦ −45◦ 0◦ 0◦

(c) → (d) 0◦ 0◦ +30◦ 0◦ 0◦ +30◦

(d) → (e) +120◦ 0◦ 0◦ −150◦ 0◦ 0◦

(e) → (f) 0◦ 0◦ 0◦ −60◦ 0◦ 0◦

(f) → (g) 0◦ 0◦ −30◦ 0◦ 0◦ −30◦

(g) → (h) 0◦ +30◦ 0◦ 0◦ +30◦ 0◦

(a) → (h) +165◦ +30◦ 0◦ −165◦ +30◦ 0◦

Fig. 4 −180◦ 0◦ 0◦ +120◦ 0◦ 0◦

both tightened by about 90◦, to reduce the frequency difference of the orthogonal mode. Then, the rods α and
δ were loosened because the frequency of the orthogonal mode was reversed, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The rods
γ and ζ were tightened because the orientation of the orthogonal mode has changed, as shown in Fig. 5(c). As
a result, the frequency difference was reduced to 0.5 Hz (Fig. 5 (d)).
Second, the rod, α was tightened by about 120◦ while the δ by about 150◦, to correct the curvature of the
nodal line, as a pair of rods, α and δ sandwiched the curved nodal line. Then, the curvature of the nodal line
became smaller, as shown in Fig. 5(e). However, the rod δ was loosened by about 60◦ because the nodal line
was still curved and the frequency of the orthogonal mode, that the rod α and δ sandwiche, was high. As a
result, nodal curvature was no longer seen (Fig. 5(f)).
On the other hand, since the frequency difference of the orthogonal mode was observed, correction was contin-
ued by the same method as Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c). Finally, as shown in Fig. 5(h), the node line was corrected
to be almost straight and the frequency difference of the orthogonal mode was small. In other words, the head
tension was corrected to be almost uniform.

3.3 Discussion
Table 1 shows the rotation angle of the rod corrected in this experiment. Comparing the rotation angle of the
rod changed in Fig. 4, with the rotation angle corrected by the proposed method(“(a)→(h)” in Table 1), it can
be confirmed that the changed rods, α and δ , are corrected in the reverse direction. However, the rotation
angle is different. In addition, it is also shown that the rod β and ε that were not initially changed, are also
corrected.
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From this, the correspondence between the tuning that can be regarded as identical by this visualization method
and the corresponding tightening of the rod, and its accuracy remain questionable. It is necessary to clarify in
the future work whether they become a problem in the process of actual tuning. Moreover, in this paper, we
focus only on the (1,1) mode, but it is also necessary to verify whether the tension distribution can be made
uniform or if higher order modes should be considered.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose tuning scheme for membranophones, referring nodal lines, and orientations and fre-
quency differences of pairs of orthogonal modes. We show that the proposed scheme can correct the head
uniformly, as a results of the experiments using the vibration of tom-tom. It is necessary to study in detail the
correspondence with the actual tuning process.
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Figure 5. Tuning process with proposed scheme
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